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Abstract. Deep learning and convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) have
been successfully applied to most relevant tasks in the computer vision commu-
nity. However, these networks are computationally demanding and not suitable
for embedded devices where memory and time consumption are relevant.
In this paper, we propose DecomposeMe, a simple but effective technique to
learn features using 1D convolutions. The proposed architecture enables both
simplicity and filter sharing leading to increased learning capacity. A compre-
hensive set of large-scale experiments on ImageNet and Places2 demonstrates
the ability of our method to improve performance while significantly reducing
the number of parameters required. Notably, on Places2, we obtain an improve-
ment in relative top-1 classification accuracy of 7.7% with an architecture that
requires 92% fewer parameters compared to VGG-B. The proposed network is
also demonstrated to generalize to other tasks by converting existing networks.
Keywords: Convolutional Neural Networks, separable filters.
1 Introduction
Deep Architectures and, in particular, convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) have
experienced great success in recent years. However, while being able to successfully
tackle a wide range of challenging problems, current architectures are often limited by
the need for large amounts of memory and computational capacity.
In this paper, we set out to alleviate these issues where possible and, in particu-
lar, we consider ConvNets used for computer vision tasks, as typically the issues of
memory and computation become paramount in that context. Networks useful for real-
world tasks may sometimes require as much as a few hundred million parameters [1]
to produce state-of-the-art results which increases the memory footprint as well as the
computational need. Unfortunately, this means that it is hard to deploy applications
where memory and computational resources are relevant such as portable devices. In
this work, we demonstrate that the use of filter compositions can not only reduce the
number of parameters required to train large scale networks, but also provide better
classification performance as evidenced by our experimental results.
We identify two bottlenecks in current convolutional neural network models: com-
putation and memory. While the most computationally expensive operations occur in
the first few convolutional layers [2], the larger memory footprint is typically caused
by the later, fully-connected, layers. Here, we focus on the first bottleneck mentioned
and propose a new architecture intended to speed up the first set of convolutional layers
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Fig. 1. Left: A 2D tensor (filter) of rank-k can be represented as the product of two
matrices or, alternatively, as the linear combination of the outer product of a set of
vectors. Right: A convolutional layer in a ConvNet consisting of F rank-k filters (not
necessarily the same rank or rank-1) can be represented as a linear combination of 1D
filters. Furthermore, these filters can be shared within the layer to minimize redundancy.
Our approach benefits from this decomposition and, considers compositions of linearly
rectified 1D filters.
while maintaining or surpassing the original performance. Further, as a consequence of
the improved learning capacity of the network, our approach indirectly alleviates the
second bottleneck leading to a significant reduction in the memory footprint.
Many of the current approaches attempting to reduce the computational need have
relied on the hope that learned ND filters are low rank enough such that they can be
approximated by separable filters [2,3,4]. The main advantages of these approaches are
computational cost if the filters are large and reduction in the number of parameters
in convolutional layers. However, these methods require a pre-trained network using
complete filters and a post processing step to fine-tuning the network and minimize the
drop in performance compared to the pre-trained network.
Our approach is different from those mentioned above. We propose DecomposeMe,
a novel architecture based on 1D convolutions depicted in Figure 1. This architecture
introduces three main novelties. i) Our architecture relies on imposing separability as
a hard constraint by directly learning 1D filter compositions. The fundamental idea be-
hind our method is the fact that any matrix (2D tensor) can be represented as a weighted
combination of separable matrices. Therefore, existing architectures can be adequately
represented by composing 2D filter kernels by a combination of 1D filters (1D ten-
sors). ii) Our proposal further improves the compactness of the model by sharing filters
within the convolutional layers. In this way, the proposed network minimizes redun-
dancy and thus further reduces the number of parameters. iii) Our proposal improves
the learning capacity of the model by inserting a non-linearity in between the 1D fil-
ter components. With this modification, the effective depth of the network increases
which is intimately related to the number of linear regions available to approximate the
sought after function [5]. As a result, we obtain compact models that do not require
a pre-trained network and minimize the computational cost and the memory footprint
compared to their equivalent networks using 2D filters. Reduced memory footprint has
the additional advantage of enabling larger batch sizes at train time and, therefore, com-
puting better gradient approximations leading to, as demonstrated in our experiments,
improved classification performance.
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A comprehensive set of experiments on four datasets including two large-scale
datasets such as Places2 and ImageNet shows the capabilities of our proposal. For in-
stance, on Places 2, compared to a VGG-B model, we obtain a relative improvement
in top-1 classification accuracy of 7.7% using 92% fewer parameters compared to the
baseline and with a speed up factor of 4.3x in a forward-backward pass. Additional ex-
periments on stereo matching also demonstrate the general applicability of the proposed
architecture.
2 Related work
In the last few years, the computer vision community has experienced the great success
of deep learning. The performance of these end-to-end architectures has continuously
increased and outperformed traditional hand-crafted systems. An essential component
to their success has been the increment of data available as well as the availability of
more powerful computers making possible the training of larger and more computation-
ally demanding networks. For instance, in 2012 the AlexNet [6] model was proposed
and won the ImageNet classification challenge with a network that had approximately
2.0M parameters in the convolutional layers (i.e., excluding fully connected ones). More
recently, different variations of VGG models were introduced [7] of which VGG-16
has over 14.5M feature parameters. VGG-16 increases the depth of the model by sub-
stituting each convolutional kernel with consecutive convolutions consisting of smaller
kernels while maintaining the number of filters. As an example, the VGG models as
in [7] substitutes 7× 7 kernels with 3 consecutive rectified layers of 3× 3 kernels. This
operation reduces the degrees of freedom compared to the original kernels but at the
same time inserts a non-linearity in-between the smaller 3 × 3 kernels increasing the
capacity of the model for partitioning the space [5]. Despite improving the classification
performance, the large number of parameters not only makes the training process slow
but also makes it difficult to use these models in portable devices where memory and
computational resources are relevant.
The growing number of applications deployed in portable devices has motivated
recent efforts in speeding up deep models by reducing their complexity. A forerunner
work on reducing the complexity of a neural network is the so-called network distilla-
tion method proposed in [8]. The idea behind this approach is to train a large, capable,
but slow network and then refine this by taking the output of that to train a smaller one.
The main strength comes from using the vast network to take care of the regulariza-
tion process facilitating subsequent training operations. However, this method requires
a large pre-trained network to begin with which is not always feasible especially in new
problem domains.
Memory-wise the largest contribution comes from the fully connected layers while
time-wise the bottleneck is in the first convolutional layers due to a large number of
multiplications (larger kernels). In this work, we address the former by simplifying the
first convolutional layers. There have been several attempts to reduce the computational
cost of these first layers, for example, Denil et. al. [9] proposed to learn only 5% of
the parameters and predict the rest based on dictionaries. The existence of this redun-
dancy in the network has motivated other researchers to explore linear structures within
the convolutional layers [2,10,11] usually focusing on finding approximations to filters
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(low-rank filters) by adding constraints in a post-learning process. More specifically,
these approaches often learn the unconstrained filter and then approximate the output
using a low-rank constraint. For instance, [2] and [10] focus on improving test time by
representing convolutional layers as linear combinations of a certain basis. As a result,
at test time, a lower number of convolutions is needed to achieve some speeds ups with
virtually no drop in performance. Liu et al [11] instead consider sparse representations
of the basis rather than linear combinations. However, similar to the distillation process,
the starting point of these methods is a pre-trained model.
Directly related to our proposed method is [12] although it is not a convolutional
neural network. In that paper, the authors aim at learning separable filters for image
processing. To this end, they propose learning a filter combination reinforcing filter
separability using low-rank constraints in the cost function. Their results are promising
and demonstrate the benefits of learning combinations of separable filters. In contrast
to that work, we work within the convolutional layers of a neural network and our filter
sharing strategy is different. More importantly, we do not use soft constraints during the
optimization process. Instead, we directly enforce filters to be 1D.
3 Simplifying ConvNets through Filter Compositions
In this section we present our DecomposeMe architecture. The essence of our proposal
consists of decomposing the ND kernels of a traditional network into N consecutive
layers of 1D kernels, see Figure 1. We consider each ND filter as a linear combination
of other filters. In contrast to [12] where they seek to find these other filters by solving
an optimization problem with additional low-rank constraints, we impose the filters to
be 1D and learn them directly from the data. Performance-wise, it turns out that such
a decomposition not only mimics the behavior of the original, more complex, network
but often surpasses it while being significantly more compact and experiencing a lower
computational cost.
For the purpose of clarity, we will here consider 2D filters, however, the analysis
is similarly applicable to the ND case. With that in mind, a typical convolutional layer
can be analyzed as follows. Let W ∈ RC×dh×dv×F denote the weights of a 2D convo-
lutional layer where C is the number of input planes, F is the number of output planes
(target number of feature maps) and dv × dh represent the kernel size of each feature
map (usually dh = dv ≡ d). Let b ∈ RF be the vector representing the bias term
for each filter. Further, let us now denote f i ∈ Rdv×dh as the ith kernel in the layer.
Common approaches first learn these filters from data and then find low-rank approx-
imations as a postprocessing step [10]. However, learned filters may not be separable
e.g., specially those in the first convolutional layer [2,10], and these algorithms require
an additional fine tuning step to compensate drops in performance.
Instead, it is possible to relax the rank-1 constraint and essentially rewrite f i as a
linear combination of 1D filters [12]:
f i =
K∑
k=1
σikv¯
i
k(h¯
i
k)
T (1)
where v¯ik and (h¯
i
k)
T are vectors of length d, σik is a scalar weight, and K is the rank of
f i.
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Based on this representation we propose DecomposeMe which is an architecture
consisting of decomposed layers. Each decomposed layer represents a N-D convolu-
tional layer as a composition of 1D filters and, in addition, by including a non-linearity
ϕ(·) in-between (Figure 1). The i-th output of a decomposed layer, a1i , as a function of
its input, a0∗, can be expressed as:
a1i = ϕ(b
h
i +
L∑
l=1
h¯Til ∗ [ϕ(bvl +
C∑
c=1
v¯lc ∗ a0c)]) (2)
where L represents the number of filters in the intermediate layer. ϕ(·) is set to rectified
linear unit (ReLU [6]) in our experiments.
Decomposed layers have two major properties, intrinsically low computational cost,
and simplicity. Computational cost: Decomposed layers are represented with a re-
duced number of parameters compared to their original counterparts. This is an imme-
diate consequence of two important concepts: the direct use of 1D filters and the sharing
scheme across a convolutional layer leading to greater computational cost savings, espe-
cially for large kernel sizes. Simplicity: Decomposed architectures are deeper but sim-
pler structures. Decomposed layers are based on filter compositions and therefore lead
to smoother (simpler) 2D equivalent filters that help during training by acting as a reg-
ularizing factor [2]. Moreover, decomposed layers include a non-linearity in-between
convolutions increasing the effective depth of the model. As a direct consequence, the
upper bound of the number of linear regions available is increased [13]. Evident from
our results, decomposed layers learn faster, as in per epoch, than equivalent 2D con-
volutional layers. This suggests that the simplicity of the decomposed layers not only
reduces the number of parameters but also benefits the training process.
Converting existing structures to decomposed ones is a straight forward process as
each existing ND convolutional layer can systematically be decomposed into sets of
consecutive layers consisting of 1D linearly rectified kernels and 1D transposed kernels
as shown in Figure 1. In the next section we apply decompositions to two well-known
computer vision problems such as image classification and stereo matching.
3.1 Complexity Analysis
We analyze the theoretical speed up of the proposed method as follows: Consider as
the baseline a convolutional layer of dimensions C × F with filters of spatial size of
dv × dh. Without loss of generality, we can assume dh = dv = d. This baseline is
then decomposed into two consecutive layers C × L and L × F with filter size d × 1
and 1× d respectively. The computational cost of these two schemes is proportional to
CFd2 and L(C+F )d respectively. Therefore, considerable improvements are achieved
when L(C + F ) << CFd. The analysis of this expression reveals that, although, d is
larger in the first layer (e.g., 11 for AlexNet [14]), C is usually too small compared to
L to make a significant difference (e.g., 3 for RGB images). Current architectures tend
to have a large number of filters in later layers. For instance, consider a VGG model
using kernels of size 3× 3, consecutive layers of equal size (e.g., 256), and maintaining
the number of output filters through the decomposed layer (L = 256). In that case, the
theoretical improvement of our method is given by 256(256 + 256) vs. 256× 256× 3.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. DecomposeME: a) Convolutional layers in a ConvNet can be represented us-
ing our proposed DecomposeMei architecture, where i is the number of layers being
decomposed. b) We evaluate the proposal using Full and Compact models. The former
is the original architecture consisting of two fully connected layers and the final clas-
sification layer with 4096,4096,N neurons respectively; The latter, a Compact model,
directly connects the output of the last convolutional layer to a layer withN neurons.N
is the number of classes. c) Consecutive convolutional layers can also be converted into
decomposed ones maintaining the size of the receptive field in the input feature map.
4 Experiments
We conduct two sets of experiments representing different use cases to validate our
proposal. Firstly, we run experiments performing image classification. More specif-
ically, we test four well-known network architectures, namely LeNet [15], CIFAR-
10 quick [16] and AlexNet [6] and VGG [7], on three publicly available datasets;
MNIST [17], CIFAR-10 [18] and ImageNet [19]. An additional experiment is included
on the challenging Places2 dataset [20]. Secondly, we run experiments performing
stereo matching to show the generic learning capabilities and applicability of our pro-
posal. To this end, we consider a state-of-the-art stereo matching problem and replace
the existing, accurate, network of [21] with our decomposed architecture. This set of
experiments is carried out on the KITTI benchmark [22].
4.1 Image Classification
All the experiments on image classification are conducted on a Dual Xeon 8-core E5-
2650 with 128GB of RAM using two Kepler Tesla K20 GPUs in parallel, unless other-
wise specified. We use the torch-7 framework [23] and large-scale experiments are car-
ried out using the multi-GPU implementation available in [24]. Learning rate, weight
decay and momentum were set to the default values. More precisely, we start with a
learning rate of 0.01 which is decreased when the training error plateaus; weight decay
is set to 0.0001 and momentum to 0.9. Again, unless otherwise specified, we use the
same hyper-parameter setup as in the original experiments. Data augmentation is done
through random crops where necessary and random horizontal flips with probability
0.5. Please note that other training approaches may use different data augmentation
techniques such as color augmentation [6]. For a fair comparison, we select the original
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Avg. (%) #Paramsa max db
L
eN
et
Baseline (retrain) 99.1 52.0K 5
DecomposeMetan1 99.2 53.8K 5
DecomposeMetan2 99.2 25.6K 5
DecomposeMe2 99.3 22.0K 5
LeNet9 99.2 53.8K 9
DecomposeMe92 99.4 22.0K 9
a Total number of parameters.
b
max d is the largest kernel size in the network.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. MNIST. (a) Training curves for different instances of our proposal and the base-
line. Bold lines represent test accuracy, and dashed ones training accuracy. noReLU
stands for layers without non-linearity in-between convolutions. b) Summary of average
per class accuracy and number of parameters for different instances of our architecture
together with the baseline.
networks as baselines and all models including baselines are trained from scratch on
the same computer using the same seed and the same framework.
A basic decomposed layer consists of vertical kernels followed by horizontal ones,
and non-linearities in-between 1D convolutions are set to rectifier linear units (ReLU).
We evaluate different instances of this model referred to as DecomposeMeki where the
sub-index is the number of layers being decomposed (Figure 2a), and the super-index
indicates variations in the composition of the layer such as kernel size, the non-linearity
being used or the order of the kernels. Decompositions respect the size of the filter
in the original model, and the number of output filters from the convolutional layer
is maintained. Layers that are not decomposed are left as in the original model. For
specific experiments we show results for variations within each of these instances.
MNIST and CIFAR-10 As a sanity check, we first run experiments on the MNIST
and CIFAR-10 datasets.
MNIST [17] is a database of handwritten digits, consisting of a training set of 60.000
images and a test set of 10.000 images. All digits in the database have been size-
normalized and centered in a fixed-size image. For this experiment we consider the
LeNet model proposed in [15] consisting of two convolutional layers with 5 × 5 ker-
nels, each one followed by max-pooling layers and hyperbolic tangents as non-linear
layers, and two fully connected layers. We first gradually substitute convolutional lay-
ers for decomposed layers maintaining the number of output filters (referred to as
DecomposeMetani since this model keeps the hyperbolic tangent between convolutional
layers). Then, we conduct an additional experiment setting the non-linearities between
the convolutional layers to rectified linear units. In this case, we also consider a larger
kernel size of 9 referred to as DecomposeMe92.
Figure 3 summarizes the results for the baseline together with four instances of our
proposal. As shown, decompositions systematically outperform the baseline and, when
multiple layers are decomposed, significantly reduce the number of parameters in the
network. In addition, the performance improves for larger kernel sizes in the first layer.
Performance curves for these and additional instances with different filter compositions
or excluding the non-linearity in-between decomposed layers are shown in Figure 3a.
As shown by DecomposeMenoReLUi , adding the non-linearity is necessary. Looking
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Top-1 #Params max d
C
IF
A
R
-1
0
qu
ic
k Baseline (retrained) 83.8 5M 5
DecomposeMe1 84.2 4.7M 5
DecomposeMes3 84.4 3.6M 5
DecomposeMe3 83.5 2.4M 5
DecomposeMe23 81.2 800K 5
(a) (b)
Fig. 4. CIFAR-10. a) Training curves for different instances of our proposal and the
baseline. As in Figure 3, bold lines represent test accuracy, dashed ones training accu-
racy and a marker indicates a variation in the composition of the layer. b) Top-1 accu-
racy and summary of the architecture for different instances of our proposal together
with the baseline. The super-index refers to variations of the parameter L, see Eq. (2).
at the graph one can see that the structure without non-linearity learns adequately at
the beginning and then performance drops drastically after a few iterations. Large scale
experiments presented in the next section will also confirm the need of a non-linearity in
between 1D convolutions. More importantly, as a consequence of the reduced number
of parameters, the gap between training and testing accuracy decreases when using
decomposed layers which indicates that the structures are less prone to overfitting. This
is evident for instance in the 10th epoch where our proposed method provides similar
test accuracy to the baseline, however, the training data accuracy is significantly larger
for the baseline, see Figure 3.
CIFAR-10 [18] is a database consisting of 50.000 training and 10.000 testing RGB
images with a resolution of 32×32 pixels split into 10 classes. We consider the CIFAR-
10 quick model consisting of 5 convolutional layers with kernels of size 5× 5 [16].
Figure 4 summarizes the results for the baseline together with an instance of our
structure decomposing one layer followed by three instances decomposing all convolu-
tional layers with different L in-between 1D convolutions. As shown, decomposing a
single layer provides a slight increment in performance while maintaining the number
of parameters. Decomposing additional layers reduces the number of parameters con-
siderably while there is only a slight drop in performance when the reduction is over
50%. We have also experimented with different configurations regarding the decom-
position –such as horizontal kernels followed by vertical ones and vice versa, or the
combination of both– to verify that the learning process is able to deal with different
types of signals. Figure 4a shows learning curves for the baseline versus our structure
with three decomposed layers varying the filter composition: vertical convolution fol-
lowed by a horizontal one and vice versa (referred to as DecomposedT3 ). As we can
see in these plots, decomposed layers provide a smaller gap between training and test-
ing accuracy and thus reduce overfitting while maintaining performance. For instance,
after 20 epochs, all the structures provide the same test performance but the training
performance of the baseline is 8% higher. These and additional empirical results (not
reported) show that the performance is invariant to permutations of the order of the ten-
sors and that there is no significant benefit in combining two types of configurations.
Similarly, we have also experimented with substituting the basic architecture for a Net-
work in Network [25] implementation which renders similar benefits when only the
first layer is decomposed. In that case, our architecture achieves an increment of 1% in
performance.
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Table 1. ImageNet-Places2: Summary of top-1 accuracy on the validation set for in-
stances of our proposal and baselines on (a) ImageNet and (b) Places2. ConvP stands
for the number of parameters in 2D convolutional layers. FCP stands for the number of
parameters in fully connected layers and max d refers to the largest kernel size in the
network.
Top-1 #ConvP #FCP
A
le
xN
et
O
W
T
B
n
Fu
ll
MatConvNet [30] 57.9 2.47M 58.6M
Baseline (retrain) 57.1 2.47M 58.6M
DecomposeMe1 59.0 2.47M 58.6M
DecomposeMexl1 59.1 2.47M 58.6M
DecomposeMeT1 61.1 2.30M 58.6M
DecomposeMe2 61.3 2.32M 58.6M
DecomposeMe3 61.8 2.10M 58.6M
DecomposeMexl3 59.4 933K 58.6M
C
om
pa
ct AlexNetOWTBn
C 54.7 2.47M 9.2M
DecomposeMeC3 61.3 2.10M 9.2M
DecomposeMeC4 57.8 1.12M 9.2M
B
-n
et F
ul
l Baseline (retrain) 62.5 9.4M 123.5M
DecomposeMeX5 57.5 2.4M 123.5M
DecomposeMe5 57.8 2.4M 123.5M
C
om
pa
ct B-Net
C 61.1 9.4M 25.0M
DecomposeMeC-X5 56.9 2.4M 25.0M
DecomposeMeC5 57.0 2.4M 25.0M
DecomposeMeC8 65.4 7.0M 8.19M
DecomposeMeC−avg8 66.2 7.0M 512K
Top-1 #ConvP #FCP
A
le
xN
et
O
W
T
B
n
Fu
ll
Baseline (retrain) 44.5 2.47M 56.1M
DecomposeMe5 45.2 1.52M 56.1M
C
om
pa
ct AlexNetOWTBn
C 41.1 2.47M 3.7M
DecomposeMeC3 43.5 2.10M 3.7M
B
-n
et
Fu
ll
Baseline (retrain) 44.0 9.4M 121M
DecomposeMe6 43.8 3.0M 121M
DecomposeMeB6 43.6 4.3M 121M
C
om
pa
ct B-NetC 43.1 9.4M 10M
DecomposeMeC6 43.8 3.1M 10M
DecomposeMeC5 41.3 2.7M 10M
DecomposeMeC−2568 47.4 7.0M 3.2M
(a) (b)
Large-Scale Experiments: ImageNet and Places2
Datasets. We now focus on two large-scale datasets: ImageNet [26] and Places2 [20].
ImageNet is a large-scale dataset with over 15 million labelled images split into 22.000
categories. We used the ILSVRC-2012 [19] subset of images consisting of 1.2 mil-
lion images for training and 50.000 images for validation. Places2 [20] is a large-scale
dataset created specifically for training systems targeting high-level visual understand-
ing [20] tasks. This dataset consists of more than 10 million training images with 401
unique scene categories and 20000 images for validation. The database comprises be-
tween 5000 and 30000 training images per category which is consistent with real-world
frequencies of occurrence.
Deep Models. We consider two network structures: the AlexNetOWTBn in [14] and
the B-net in [7](VGG-B). AlexNetOWTBn is the ”one weird trick” variation (OWT) of
AlexNet [6] where we adopt batch normalization (Bn) after each convolutional layer [27].
B-net [7] is the B version of the VGG structure and consists of 10 convolutional layers
with max-pooling every two of these convolutions. We consider decompositions in each
of those layers, reducing the number of kernels where appropriate. For B-net models, we
consider two types of weight initialization: Xavier [28] (referred to as DecomposeMeXi )
and Kaiming [29] which we adopt as default configuration since we obtained slightly
better results in this case. In both cases, bias terms were set to 0. Models were trained
for a total of 55 epochs with 10000 batches per epoch and a batch size of 96 and 24 for
AlexNetOWTBn and B-net respectively.
Network Analysis. We analyze several modifications of the models to better under-
stand the contribution of the proposed approach. First, we study the effect of including
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 5. ImageNet. Training curves for representative instances of our proposal and
the baselines. (a) and (c) show top-1 accuracy on the validation set and train-val gap
plots respectively for instances of AlexNetOWTBn. (b) and (d) show the corresponding
curves for instances of B-net.
non-linearities in-between convolutional layers and different types of filter composi-
tions such as horizontal kernels followed by vertical ones and vice versa, or the combi-
nation of both. Second, following the trend of recent architectures [31,32,33] we remove
intermediate fully connected layers of the models to compare the performance of the
convolutional layers. These compact models solely include a fully connected layer to
produce the desired number of outputs (1000 and 401 neurons in ImageNet and Places2
respectively). Figure 2b shows a comparison between original and compact models.
As a direct consequence of removing fully connected layers, the number of parameters
drops drastically. For comprehensive comparison we also train and report results for the
baselines models in their compact form. Compact models do not use DropOut [34].
Evaluation. We measure classification performance as the top-1 accuracy on the
validation set using the center crop, named Top-1. We also provide training-validation
accuracy gap plots, named Train-val gap. This plot demonstrates the evolution of the
difference between train and validation accuracy as the training proceeds [35]. Overfit
models tend to produce a high (positive) gap while underfit models tend to have a similar
performance and, therefore, produce a low train validation accuracy gap.
Experimental results. A summary of the results is listed in Table 1a and Ta-
ble 1b for ImageNet and Places2 respectively. Training plots for selected instances of
AlexNetOWTBn and B-Net are shown in Figure 5 and in Figure 6 for ImageNet and
Places2 respectively. As shown in Table 1a, for AlexNetOWTBn, the number of param-
eters is only reduced when more than one layer is decomposed. This is expected since,
in the AlexNetOWTBn structure, each decomposed layer introduces an additional con-
volutional layer (see the complexity analysis in Sect. 4.2). However, despite the slightly
larger number of parameters, there is an increment in performance. Empirically, we find
similar results when a single layer on OverFeat [1] is decomposed. In that case, there is
a performance increment of 2% with respect to the baseline. This suggests that simpli-
fied kernels (compositions of 1D kernels) actually help during the training process and
the effective capacity of the models increases with the additional non-linear layers.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 6. Places2. Training curves for representative instances of our proposal and the
baselines. (a) and (c) show top-1 accuracy on the validation set and train-val gap plots
respectively for instances of AlexNetOWTBn. (b) and (d) show the corresponding
curves for instances of B-net.
More substantial changes occur when additional layers are decomposed. The net-
work is then able to produce better results and at the same time reduce the amount
of parameters being used. The reduction in the number of parameters is even more
substantial when the third layer is decomposed. In this case, the model is still able to
perform better than the baseline using only 37.5% of the parameters with respect to the
baseline. These results suggest that simplifying ConvNets using the proposed decompo-
sition method not only reduces the amount of parameters required but also outperforms
equivalent models learning the complete filter. As in the MNIST experiments, we see
no significant difference between variations in the composition of the filters such as hor-
izontal kernels followed by vertical ones (referred to as DecomposeMeTi ). Therefore,
we select vertical kernels followed by horizontal ones as the default choice which leads
to computational benefits due to memory alignment.
Training curves comparing the effect of including non-linearities in-between de-
composed layers are shown in Figure 5a (referred to as DecomposeMenoReLU2 and
DecomposeMenoReLU3 ). As shown, models including non-linearities outperform their
equivalent not using rectified kernels independently of the number of decomposed lay-
ers. These results suggests that the additional non-linearity in-between each decom-
posed layer increases the effective capacity of the structure. Interestingly, we can also
see in sub figures c and d of Figure 5 and Figure 6 that decomposed layers consistently
produce training curves with a smaller gap between training and validation accuracy.
From these results, we can infer that low-rank filters help in the regularization process
during training. These results are in line with the conclusions drawn in [36]. From these
results, we can conclude that our proposed method is less prone to overfitting measured
as the gap between training and validation accuracy.
We now focus on results obtained using compact networks (referred to using C).
First, in Figure 5a and Figure 6a we can see that compact instances of AlexNetOWTBn
using decomposed layers outperform their equivalent using fully connected layers. For
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Model Forward Time Total Time
A
le
xN
et
O
W
T
B
n
AlexNetOWTBn [37] 22.45 69.04
AlexNetOWTBnC 19.98 58.11
DecomposeMe3 28.90 90.17
DecomposeMe2 28.38 88.59
DecomposeMeC3 27.79 83.66
B
-N
et
B-Net [20] 140.45 560.70
B-NetC 135.13 535.05
DecomposeMe6 56.19 271.52
DecomposeMe5 51.87 252.50
DecomposeMeC6 63.89 289.20
DecomposeMeC5 47.02 226.53
DecomposeMeC−2568 38.54 130.13
(a) (b)
Fig. 7. Time Analysis. a) Time as a function ofL, see Eq. (2), and the size of the kernels,
d. Time is measured as the total of a forward-backward pass of a convolutional layer for
the baselines and two 1D convolutions and a rectifier linear unit for decomposed layers.
Baselines correspond to convolutional layers using the same number of input-output
2D kernels. Feature map sizes vary corresponding to typical sizes in AlexNetOWT and
B-Net. Times are obtained using a batch size of 32. b) Time benchmarks (in seconds)
for the baselines and different instances of our proposed method. Timings are obtained
using batches of 8 RGB images of size 224× 224. Both timings are obtained on a Tesla
K20m GPU.
ImageNet (Figure 5a), compact versions provide competitive results compared to the
(full) baseline. Compact B-net models on ImageNet provide slightly lower performance
than their equivalent full models as shon in Figure 5b. Nevertheless, the drop of perfor-
mance is negligible. For these compact models we also observe in Figure 5c that the gap
between training and validation accuracy is negative during most of the training process
and, therefore, suggests that these models are too small for this particular dataset. The
behavior of decomposed versions of the B-net structure on Places2 is different as shown
in Figure 6b and Figure 6d. As summarized in Table 1b, all models provide similar per-
formance on this dataset. These results suggest that 2D filters are, in fact, sub-optimal
layers that need additional fully connected layers to improve performance. Compared
to the baselines, compact models lead to an even more significant reduction in the total
number of parameters, see Table 1. From these results, we can conclude that using 1D
convolution layers not only reduces the number of operations and parameters, but also
provides competitive (or better) performance compared to state-of-the-art methods.
The significant reduction in the number of parameters and memory footprint has not
only benefits at test time. During training, these compact models make a better use of
resources available. For instance, it is possible to increase the batch size to improve the
estimation of gradients and, therefore, leverage larger amounts of data. The bottom line
of Table 1b shows one additional instance of our method with larger number of decom-
positions trained with a batch size of 256, referred to as DecomposeMeC−2568 . Please,
note that this was not feasible using the baselines. As we can see, the number of param-
eters of this model is significantly lower than the baseline (e.g., 92% reduction) and,
more importantly, there is a significant improvement in accuracy and computational
complexity as we will see in Section 4.2.
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4.2 Complexity analysis
Figure 7a shows the empirical computational costs of 2D convolutional layers (base-
lines) and decomposed layers for different representative layers. The plot represents the
total time required in a forward-backward pass as a function of L. For the baseline,
we report the time required solely for the convolution while for decomposed layers we
report the combination of 1D convolution, non-linear layer, and 1D convolution. As we
can see, the first layer does not produce any benefits time-wise. However, the significant
reduction in time occurs for subsequent layers especially for using kernel sizes larger
than 3× 3. As shown, a more substantial reduction is achieved when L is similar to the
number of input filters.
Empirical costs for baselines and instances of decompositions used in our exper-
iments are summarized in Figure 7b. As expected, we can observe that the amount
of time spent during fully connected layers is not meaningful compared to the time
required by convolutional layers (see the comparison between AlexNetOWTBn and
AlexNetOWTBnC). Besides, substantial savings occur for instances of B-Net models
where pairs of layers are decomposed and, therefore, maintaining the number of layers.
A fair comparison with existing low-rank approximation methods [2,4] is difficult
as they require a fully pre-trained network to initialize their methods and, they need a
fine-tuning process to prevent significant drops in performance. Contrary to them, our
method is trained directly from data using a standard initialization. Compared to [2],
for ImageNet considering AlexNetOWTBn as a similar network architecture (four con-
volutional layers and three fully connected layers), we obtain an increment in the top-1
performance of 5.87% with a 5.4x reduction in the number of weights. Our result is
significantly better than the 2.5x reduction in the number of weights with an increment
in error (top-5) of 0.02% reported in [2]. Best results reported in [4] are a speedup of
2.5x with no loss in accuracy and a 4.5x with a drop of 1% in classification accuracy on
ICDAR2003. In our case, our best result is on Places2 where we achieve a 3.5x speedup
in forward time with a 12.5x reduction in the number of parameters and an increment
in top-1 classification accuracy of 5.7%.
4.3 Stereo Matching
The purpose of this experiment is to further demonstrate the applicability of our method
when converting existing complex architectures. Accomplishing this, we address the
problem of computing the disparity for each pixel in an image given a stereo pair of
images. In particular, we use the recent method proposed in [21] where Zbontar et al.
propose a ConvNet that matches patches in a stereo pair. The architecture consists of
two feature extraction models, one per image and whose output serves as input for learn-
ing the matching network [21]. The entire process is learned in an end-to-end fashion
and provides state-of-the-art results on KITTI2012 [38].
In this experiment, we focus on converting the feature extraction models to decom-
posed ones. These modules use four consecutive convolutional layers with kernels of
size 3 × 3 with rectified linear units following each layer. Demonstrating the versatil-
ity of our architecture we test two different decompositions as outlined in Figure 2c.
Firstly, we pair every two convolutional layers and transform them into a decomposed
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Table 2. KITTI2012. a) Results for two instances of our method compared to the base-
line. Al models, including the baseline, are retrained from scratch. Time is the forward-
backward time over a batch of 8 images measured on a Tesla K20m. b) The leading
submission on the KITTI 2012 leader-board as of 1st November 2015.
Error #FPa #Laymax dRuntime Feat. Time
Baseline (retrained) [21] 2.60 339K 4 3 64.5s 776.9s
DecomposeMea 2.66 48K 4 5 63.1s 312.9s
DecomposeMeb 2.72 32K 2 9 63.5s 281.9s
Method ONb OA AN AA
MC-CNN-acrt [21] 2.43 3.63 0.7 px 0.9 px
DecomposeMeb 2.48 3.69 0.8 px 0.9 px
MC-CNN 2.61 3.84 0.8 px 1.0 px
(a) (b)
a FP stands for the number of parameters in convolutional layers. #Lay refers to the number of (1D or 2D) convolution
layers. max d is the largest kernel size in the network.
b ON (Out-Noc) and OA (Out-All) stand for percentage of erroneous pixels in non-occluded areas and in total respec-
tively. AN (Avg-Noc) and AA (Avg-All) stand for average disparity / end-point error in non-occluded areas and in total
respectively.
one. Secondly, we consider a unique decomposition that compacts the four layers into
a decomposed one using larger kernels of size 9 × 9. Therefore, both decompositions
leverage the same neighborhood of size 9 × 9 in the input feature map which is the
equivalent to four consecutive convolutions of 3×3 in the original model. Table 2 sum-
marizes the results for these models. We show the numbers after retraining the original
network (and, therefore, all randomization is equivalent). Table 2 includes the run time
for the complete process including the matching network as well as the time required
to extract features which is the focus of this experiment. As we can see, our approach
significantly reduces the time required to extract features from each image. Neverthe-
less, this has almost no impact in the overall time which is consistent with the original
paper [21], as the feature part is not responsible for the majority of the computational
cost. More importantly, our proposed method achieves almost the same performance
with a significant reduction in the number of parameters.
Finally, Table 2b summarizes bench-marking results on KITTI dataset [38]. Our
proposal provides similar results compared to the original network using only 24.3%
of the parameters in the feature layers. These are relevant results since our proposed
method, without a custom design, can reach similar performance compared to a deep
model that was carefully engineered. More importantly, this is achieved using only a
fraction of the number of parameters.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we proposed DecomposeMe. A novel and efficient convolutional neu-
ral network architecture based on 1D convolutions. Experiments on large-scale image
classification show that our approach improves the classification accuracy while sig-
nificantly reducing the number of parameters and computational cost. For instance, on
Places2 and compared to the VGG-B model, our architecture obtains a relative improve-
ment in top-1 classification accuracy of 7.7% using 92% fewer parameters than VGG-B
and with a speed up factor in forward-time of 3.5x. Additional experiments on stereo
matching also demonstrate the general applicability of the proposed architecture.
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